Introduction
Real-time traffic signal control systems use traffic detectors to obtain traffic flow information. Each detector has its own method for collecting traffic information. Most popular is the loop detector which reports traffic data through detection of vehicle occupancy. Each method supporting different forms of detection has its own merits and disadvantages and uses a variety of message sets and protocols for communication which complicates their integration into systems.
There are two methods for integrating different types of traffic detectors. One method is to select and/or analyse the necessary information from detectors using their own message sets. The second method is to standardize the message sets and protocols to be used for the interface between detectors and traffic signal controllers. The former has the disadvantage that the signal controller must be customized each time a new detector type is introduced. The latter approach has the advantage of supporting consistent collection of traffic data without consideration of detectors' detection principles and characteristics. Thus, the second method has advantages when the use of the data is known.
This International Standard defines detector message sets applicable to traffic signal control. There are three different message sets according to the detection method: occupancy based; image processing based; and vehicle identification based. All detectors should be assigned to one of these three categories. The message sets do not contain hardware information and additional information that is not critical to the traffic signal control.
Regardless of their physical functions or manufacturing methods, all current traffic detectors can use one of the three types of message sets for communicating with traffic controllers. Using this International Standard, there is no need to include specific manufacturer's technical codes as a part of the data exchange.
This International Standard allows the signal controller to query and change the detector settings for the commonly applicable contents such as attributes identifying the installed location of the detector. For image processing based detectors, this International Standard includes minimal well-known generic camera control commands.
The encoding rules and lower layers of the OSI communications stack [2] (e.g. transport) are left to national standards.
The benefits are a) all detectors can adopt one of the three types of predefined message sets, thus configuration of traffic detector system for traffic signal control becomes more simple regardless of hardware properties and manufacturing method, b) it is not necessary to replace or revise traffic signal controller software when a new type of detector is installed and a new detector adopting one of the three message sets will not have communications interoperability problems, as all of the necessary information items for signal control have been considered, and c) minimizing the communications load achieved with the compact size of predefined information; this advantage can be applicable to short range wireless communication with its weakness in the multichannel simultaneous communication owing to hand-shaking and frequency interference.
Annex B provides an informative example of how the interface protocol and message sets are implemented.
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